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The dynamics of an evaporating wetting liquid film in the presence of dissolved surfactant is
investigated. The solid substrate is planar and is subjected to heating. The liquid–vapor interface is
a two-dimensional continuum characterized by specific adsorption, interfacial viscosity, and surface
tension, which depend on the surfactant subsurface concentration and temperature. In the case of
small density, viscosity, and thermal conductivity of the vapor phase~compared to the respective
values for the liquid phase!, at small Reynolds and large Peclet numbers and for thin films, the
lubrication approximation model can be applied. The effect of the van der Waals disjoining pressure
is taken into account. The appearing dimensionless groups, defined in terms of the real physical
parameters, can vary by several orders of magnitude depending on the film initial thickness,
temperature difference, and type of surfactants. The developed linear theory describes the
competition among the various instabilities. The numerical solution of the evolution equation
provides information about the critical film thickness, critical lateral wave number, and time for
rupture. The influence of the interfacial mass loss due to evaporation, the van der Waals attraction,
the Marangoni effects due to thermal and concentration gradients, and the interfacial viscous friction
upon the critical film thickness is discussed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The stability of thin liquid films ~of thickness in the
range between 10 nm and 20mm! is an important problem in
diverse areas of science and technology. Technological
biological examples include foam and emulsion stabilit1

displacement of crude oil by gas and foam from rock pore2

safety of light-water cooled nuclear power plants;3 adsorp-
tion refrigeration, where some surface active agents incre
the capacity of adsorption cooling machines;4 coating5 and
deposition processes in certain high technologies, semi
ductor chip deposition,6 and fiber optic coating;7 and the rup-
ture of the tear film in the human eye.8 As a result of thermal
fluctuations or outer mechanical disturbances the surfac
the film is deformed. When the local film thickness is sma
the surface forces9 can amplify the interfacial corrugations.10

Evaporation from or condensation on the interface of a w
ting liquid film has an additional destabilizing effect.11 The
mass transfer into or onto the film phase can influence
nificantly the magnitude of the interfacial corrugations.12

A surfactant monolayer spread at a fluid interface dam
the surface wave motion. This phenomenon is due to the
that as the monolayer is compressed and expanded, the
variations of the adsorption lead to local variations of t
interfacial tension. The combination of the resulting surfa
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tension gradients~Marangoni effects! with the effect of the
interfacial viscosity results in damping of the surface wav

The inability to obtain an analytical solution of the pro
lem for the hydrodynamic instability of thin liquid films
makes the linear analysis one of the most widely appl
mathematical procedures.13,14 Due to the different lateral di-
mensions, the instability of the wetting film on a substra
and that of the thin liquid film between two deformed dro
lets are influenced by different forces. The wavelengths
films between two deformed emulsion droplets or sm
bubbles are bounded by the film radius and the gravity fo
does not influence the stability. In the case of falling film
and films on a solid substrate the waves have unboun
lateral dimensions and the thermal and gravity instabilit
are much more pronounced. The full linear analysis of
fluctuations of the thickness of stationary quasiequilibriu
plane-parallel thin liquid film between two different phas
is given by Maldarelliet al.10 Those authors derived a dis
persion relation that includes the influence of the van
Waals and electrostatic interactions and the Marangoni ef
due to the surfactant redistribution. De Vries15 was the first
who pointed out that the local fluctuations of the film thic
ness lead to two opposite effects: a positive contribution
the free energy due to the increase of the film area and n
tive contribution resulting from the increased negative s
face energy of interaction in the thinner part of the cor
gated film. Vrij16 and Vrij and Overbeek17 defined the
transitional thickness of the film, which corresponds to t
zero rate of growth of the corrugation. After that, finite tim
is needed for the two surfaces to touch each other; du

o-
ty
.
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this period of time the average thickness of the film w
continue to decrease. The theoretical development of
idea was made by Ivanovet al.,18,19 who investigated the
stability of a thin foam plane-parallel film in the whole pro
cess of its drainage. One way to generalize this work is
employ the nonlinear analysis of stability, similarly to th
treatment of Yantsios and Higgins20 for wetting film. The
destabilizing effect of the diffusion transfer of solutes~alco-
hol, acetic acid, and acetone! from one bulk phase to the
other, across the interface, was studied experimentally.21,22

The observed destabilization of the films can be attribute
the appearance of Marangoni instability.12 Lin and Brenner8

examined the role of the heat and mass transfer in an atte
to check the hypothesis of Holly23 that the Marangoni insta
bility can cause the rupture of tear films. Their analysis w
extended by Castillo and Velarde,24 who showed that the
heat and mass transfer drastically reduce the threshold fo
appearance of Marangoni convection.

The linear stability analysis of a wetting film in the a
sence of surfactants was performed by Jain a
Ruckenstein25 and was generalized for surfactant stabiliz
films in Ref. 26. It was found that the dynamic interfac
characteristics~surface diffusivity and viscosity, Gibbs elas
ticity, and instantaneous adsorption! are more important fac
tors than the value of the surface tension itself. Gumerm
and Homsy27 have extended this analysis by including su
strate and drainage effects. Williams and Davis28 showed
that the inclusion of nonlinear effects~in the analysis of a
surfactant-free thin liquid film! may be of particular signifi-
cance for the predicted rupture time. Another type of int
facial instabilities is induced by the thermal fluctuation
these patterns are known as Be´nard cells, after the pioneerin
experimental studies of Be´nard. For many years this cellula
instability was attributed to buoyancy-driven convectio
Following Rayleigh, the phenomenon is now understood a
result of interfacial tension gradients. The coupling of t
concentration and temperature instabilities was investiga
by many authors.29–41 They showed that the surface exce
of adsorbed solute opposes the surface movement and d
or inhibits the appearance of instability. Experimental ver
cation of these analyses was obtained by Imaishiet al.42 The
nonlinear stability of surfactant-free evaporating/condens
thin liquid films are discussed in Refs. 43–45. The auth
proved that the evaporation and condensation lead to de
bilization of the film. Hatziavramidis11 investigated the influ-
ence of surfactant on the film stability in the case of
adsorption-controlled process.

In this paper we discuss the problem of linear stability
an evaporating wetting film in the presence of dissolved s
factant. The model of Burelbachet al.44 is extended by tak-
ing into account the influence of interfacial viscosity, bu
and surface diffusivity of surfactant, and the surfactant M
rangoni effect~see Sec. II!. Appropriate dimensionless num
bers are defined in such a way as to remain constant du
the process of evaporation, when both the temperature
the concentration increase. In lubrication approximation
use the linearized theory to calculate the critical values of
film thickness and the wavelength of the perturbation.
strong influence of the initial surfactant concentration up
132 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 1, January 1998
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the stability is observed for three different types of surfa
tant: ionic, nonionic, and high molecular weight~see Sec.
IV !.

II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

We consider an infinite thin viscous liquid layer, forme
from a surfactant solution, which is sandwiched between
uniformly heated plate and the gaseous phase of the sol
vapor. The film is evaporating, so there is solvent mass fl
momentum transfer, and energy consumption at the vap
liquid interface. Since the surfactant is nonvolatile, its co
centration increases during the film thinning. As a con
quence, the interfacial properties of the system will chan
In accordance with the practical situation, the concentrat
of solutes will be considered to be small enough, such t
the density and the bulk viscosity of the solution practica
do not change with composition. A typical bulk concentr
tion of high molecular weight surfactants is abo
1022 kg/m3. Therefore the solution can be treated as an
compressible Newtonian fluid. Since the rupture thickness
films is of the order of 5–10 nm, the continuum theory of t
liquid is applicable. We study the stability of films with ini
tial thicknesses not greater than 20mm, therefore one can
neglect gravity effects, but one has to take into account
macroscopic effects of intermolecular forces~van der Waals,
electrostatic,9 steric,9 etc!.

For an incompressible surfactant solution the transp
equations of mass, momentum, energy, and surfactant in
liquid ~film! phase are1,26

“–v50, ~1a!

]v

]t
1v–“v52

1

r
“p1

h

r
¹2v, ~1b!

]T

]t
1v–“T5“–~a“T!, ~1c!

]c

]t
1v–“c5“–~D“c!, ~1d!

wheret is time,“ is the spatial gradient operator,r, p, and
T are the liquid density, pressure, and temperature,v is the
averaged mass liquid velocity,h is the dynamic viscosity,c
is the bulk surfactant concentration,a is the thermal diffu-
sivity of the solution, andD is the surfactant bulk diffusion
coefficient.

On the heated film substrate,z50 ~see Fig. 1!, we as-
sume constant temperatureTh , and no specific adsorption
which is equivalent to zero surfactant diffusion flux. So t
boundary conditions atz50 are

v50, T5Th ,
]c

]z
50. ~2!

The balances of mass and surfactant species at the fi
vapor interface read26,44,46as

J5r~v2uds!–n, ~3a!
Danov et al.
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]G

]t
1“s–~Gvs!2“s–~Ds“sG!5@2D“c1c~v2uds!#–n.

~3b!

The following notation is used:“s is the surface gradien
operator,26 J is the mass flux due to the evaporation,uds is
the velocity of the dividing surface,n is its normal vector
pointing to the vapor phase~see Fig. 1!, G is the adsorption,
Ds is the interfacial diffusion coefficient, andvs is the con-
tinuous tangential component of the velocity at the interfa
In the boundary condition for the surfactant concentrat
~3b! the effects of interfacial convection and diffusion a
bulk diffusion are taken into account.

We consider the limiting case of small density, viscosi
and thermal conductivity of the gaseous phase as comp
to the liquid ~film! phase. Consequently, the stability is d
termined by the processes in the liquid phase.44 In this limit
the boundary conditions for the conservation of surfa
excess linear momentum and energy reduce to

h@“v1~“v!T#–n5“s–Ps1S p1P2pn2
J2

rn
Dn, ~3c!

JL52~l“T!–n, ~3d!

whereL is the latent heat of vaporization,l is the thermal
conductivity of the liquid,Ps is the surface stress tensor,P is
the disjoining pressure, andrn andpn are the vapor density
and pressure, respectively. The superscriptT in Eq. ~3c! de-
notes conjugation.

There are many forces that influence the hydrodyna
instability of thin liquid films: capillary forces, tangentia
stresses caused by interfacial tension gradients induce
temperature and concentration inhomogeneities~Marangoni
instability!, buoyancy forces due to the temperature gradie
~Bénard convection!, and surface forces.9 Whereas the first
three are mainly responsible for triggering the instabiliti
the molecular surface forces intervene increasingly in la
stages of film evolution towards rupture. The influence of
van der Waals forces can be analyzed using the so-ca
body force model,10 whereby their action is expressed
terms of the so-called disjoining pressureP appearing in Eq.
~3c!:

P52
A

6ph3 , ~4!

whereA is the Hamaker constant.
If the interface of an equilibrium surfactant solution

disturbed the equilibrium will be restored either by adso
tion from the bulk surfactant solution, or by surface conve
tion, driven by the gradient of interfacial tension~elasticity
of the interface! in interplay with a specific interfacial vis
cous friction ~the so-called Boussinesq effect!. A simple
rheological model of the interfacial dynamics is provided
the linear Boussinesq–Scriven26 constitutive law:

Ps5@s1~hs
dil2hs

sh!“s–vs#I s

1hs
sh@~“svs!–I s1I s–~“svs!

T#, ~5!
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 1, January 1998
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whereI s is the surface unit operator. The physical paramet
characterizing the surface are the interfacial tensions, and
the interfacial shear and dilatational viscosities,hs

sh andhs
dil ,

respectively.
In order to close the system of equations one has to

constitutive equations for the mass fluxJ. We will employ
the simplification of the Hertz–Knudsen equation, given
Plesset47 and widely used by many authors:

J5JT~Ts2Te!, with JT5const, and L5const,
~6!

where Te is the equilibrium vapor temperature,Ts is the
temperature of the fluid surface, andJT andL depend on the
solvent molecular weight and on the saturation temperat

At the fluid interface there is a relation between the su
surface bulk concentrationcs and the surfactant adsorptio
G, expressed by the adsorption isotherm. In addition, a s
face equation of state connects the surface tension with
adsorption. For most of the surfactant solutions, below a
close to the critical micellar concentration~CMC!, cCMC,
one may use the Langmuir isotherm and the Frumkin eq
tion of state,

G

G`
5

cs

cL1cs
, ~7a!

s5sp~Ts!1kBTsG` lnS 12
G

G`
D . ~7b!

In Eqs.~7a! and~7b! G` is the saturation adsorption,cL is a
constant parameter of the adsorption isotherm, related to
energy of adsorption per molecule,sp(Ts) is the interfacial
tension of the pure solvent at temperatureTs , andkB is the
Boltzmann constant. Although Eqs.~7a! and~7b! were origi-
nally derived for the special case of localized adsorption
noninteracting molecules, they can be successfully applie
various surfactants.48,49 In a micellar solution the interfacia
tension does not change significantly with increase of
surfactant concentration. In most of the practical systems
relative temperature differenceTh2Te is not high and the
parametersA, G` , andcL change insignificantly.

III. LUBRICATION APPROXIMATION AND SCALING
OF THE MODEL

A sketch of an evaporating liquid film on a planar sol
substrate is shown in Fig. 1. The vapor–liquid interface a

FIG. 1. The physical configuration describing an evaporating thin liq
film on a horizontal heated solid surface.
133Danov et al.
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the substrate are located atz5h(x,t) andz50, respectively,
in the coordinate system with normal coordinatez and lateral
coordinatex. The lateral and normal velocity components a
denoted byu and w. It is known that short wave perturba
tions disappear faster than those of wavelengths longer
the film thickness, due to the higher viscous dissipation
capillary damping in the former case.10,12,43,44,46Therefore
the long wave approximation will be applied to the soluti
of the problem in the sequel. The general frame for t
approximation is given by small Reynolds numb
rh0

2/(htd)!1, large thermal Peclet numberatd /h0
2@1, large

diffusivity Peclet numberDtd /h0
2@1, and small slope of the

interfaceh: (“sh)2!1.44,46 The characteristic time of film
thinning is td @see Eq.~8! below# and h0 is the initial film
thickness.

Burelbachet al.44 showed that the viscous scales used
Williams and Davis43 ~which are appropriate to an isothe
mal layer! are not typical for our problem. A total rescalin
of the governing system of equations, consistent with
lubrication theory, is needed. The scales used in Ref.
change by several orders of magnitude during the film th
ning, they are included in a complicated way in the system
equations and are not convenient for our problem. In orde
minimize the number of dimensionless parameters we
define the disappearance timetd , and normal and latera
space dimensions,

td[
rh0

JT DT S 11
LJTh0

2l D , l[
4A s0td

3hh0
, t5tdt,

~8!
x5h0lX, z5h0Z,

where t, Z, and X are the dimensionless time and spa
coordinates,l @1 is the characteristic parameter of late
wavelengths, ands0 is the pure solvent interfacial tension
the initial time momentt50. The dimensions of the pressu
and the velocity can be found directly from the mass a
momentum transport equations~1a! and ~1b!. The dimen-
sionless film thicknessH, pressureP, and normal and latera
velocity components,W andU, are introduced as follows:

h5h0H, p2pn5
12h l 2

td
P, w5

h0

td
W, u5

2lh0

td
U.

~9!

In this approximation the leading-order solution of Eq
~1a!, ~1b!, and~1c! for the temperature and velocity distribu
tion, obeying the boundary conditions~2! and ~3d! and the
constitutive equations~6!, read as

Th2T

DT
5

Z

K 1H
, ~10a!

U53Z~Z2H !“ iP1
Z

H
Us , ~10b!

W5Z2~3H22Z!¹ i
2P13Z2

“ iP–“ iH2Z2
“ i–S 1

H
UsD ,

~10c!

whereDT5Th2Te is the temperature difference,¹ i is the
dimensionless lateral projection of the spatial gradient op
134 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 1, January 1998
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tor “, Us is the lateral component of the dimensionless v
locity at the interface, and the pressureP depends only on
the time and the lateral coordinate. The deviation from eq
librium at the evaporating interface is measured by the
mensionless parameterK [l/(LJTh0), appearing in Eq.
~10a!. A small deviation from equilibrium at the evaporatin
interface,K !1, corresponds to the quasiequilibrium lim
with constant interfacial temperature, equal to the equi
rium one.K @1 corresponds to the case without evaporat
in which the evaporation mass fluxJ is zero.

After substitution of the general solution~10! into the
surface mass balance and the normal component of
surface-excess linear momentum equations~3a! and~3c!, the
leading-order equations for the shape of the dividing surf
and for the pressure read as

]H

]t
1“ i–~HU!5“ i–~H3

“ iP!2
2K 11

2~K 1H !
, ~11a!

P5
E

4

K 2

~K 1H !2 1
W

6H32
1

4 S 12S
ln~12G G!

ln~12G ! D¹ i
2H.

~11b!

From the lubrication approximation it follows that“ i is
equal to the dimensionless form of the surface gradient
erator“s ~see Ref. 26!. In Eq. ~11b! the ratios of the van de
Waals disjoining pressure, and of the loss of interfacial lin
momentum due to evaporation, to the dynamic pressur
the film phase are represented, respectively, by the dim
sionless numbersW ~called the van der Waals numbe
below! and E . We use the following definitions for thes
dimensionless parameters: W [Al2/(4ps0h0

2); E

[h0( lJTDT)2/(rns0). The last term in Eq.~11b! estimates
the influence of the capillary pressure on the film stabili
The dimensionless form of the Frumkin equation of st
~7b! is substituted therein. The characteristic scale of
adsorptionG is the respective valueGCMC at the critical mi-
cellar concentrationcCMC. The capacity of the interface i
determined by the numberG [GCMC/G` ; a measure of the
slope of the interfacial tension versus the log of concen
tion is defined byS [2kBG`(Th1Te)ln(12G )/(2s0); and
the dimensionless adsorption at the interface is given byG
5G/GCMC. For all types of surfactantG changes from 0.75
to 0.95 depending on the specific molecular interactions
the surfactant adsorption monolayer.48,49 Only for very
strong repulsion between the head groups of the surfac
molecules,G reaches 0.75; the typical value ofG is about
0.9. The values ofS for water/air interfaces are in the rang
from 0.5 to 0.7, but for most surfactants it is about 0.5.

From the solution~10! and the lateral component of th
surface-excess linear momentum equation~3c!, one can ob-
tain the leading-order equations for the dimensionless
face velocity,Us ,

H “ iP1
1

3H
Us5

2MK

3~K 1H !2 “ iH2
2A

3~12G G!
“ iG

1
V

3
“ i–~G“ iUs!. ~11c!
Danov et al.
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TABLE I. Range of variations in the interfacial properties of surfactants at CMC and room temper
~typ.—typically!.1,26,49,51

Ionic Nonionic High molecular weight

s ~N/m! 25– 4331023 27– 4831023 40– 6031023

~typ. 3231023! ~typ. 3331023! ~typ. 5031023!
cCMC ~mol/m3! 0.5–50 0.01–2 1 – 10031023 kg/m3

~typ. 8! ~typ. 0.05! ~typ. 0.01!
GCMC ~mol/m2! 1 – 531026 . 1 – 531026 1 – 631026 kg/m2

~typ. 231026! ~typ. 231026! ~typ. 331026!
D (m2/s) 3 – 6310210 1 – 5310210 8310211– 5310210

~typ. 5310210! ~typ. 3310210! ~typ. 1310210!
Ds (m2/s) 1310211– 131028 1310211– 131028 1310211– 131028

hs
m(mPa s) 131028– 131025 131027– 531024 131024– 2

~typ. 131026! ~typ. 131026! ~typ. 531023!
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The Marangoni effects due to interfacial thermal and adso
tion gradients are included in the Marangoni and adsorp
elasticity numbers: M[23l 2DT(] ln s/]T)/4 and A

[3l 2kB(Th1Te)GCMC/(8s0). The classical Marangoni ad
sorption number, which is related to the Gibbs elasticity
the interfaceEG52]s/] ln G,26,49 is not convenient for the
present investigation, because the Gibbs elasticity chan
by several orders of magnitude with the increase of sur
tant concentration from low values to CMC. In Eq.~11c! the
Boussinesq–Scriven constitutive law~5! leads to coupling of
the dilatational and shear interfacial viscosities in one surf
viscosity, defined byhs5hs

dil1hs
sh. Experimental results26

obtained by surface waves methods show that the de
dence of the interfacial viscosity on the surfactant concen
tion is analogous to that of the bulk viscosity of concentra
dispersions: the interfacial viscosity increases with conc
tration, in the range from zero up to concentrations sligh
above CMC. For thin liquid films the interfacial viscous fric
tion prevents the surface mobility around the CMC prac
cally for all types of surfactant~see Sec. IV!. Therefore, in
Eq. ~11c! the simple experimental linear relation between
interfacial viscosity and the adsorption,hs5hs

mG/GCMC, is
used, wherehs

m is the interfacial viscosity at CMC. The cor
responding interfacial viscosity number is defined byV

[hs
m/(h l 2h0).
In the lubrication approximation the solution of the d

fusion equation~1d! is a sum of a uniform part,C(X,t), and
a small perturbation,C1(X,Z,t)/ l 2, where the dimensionles
concentration is defined by scaling withcCMC. C(X,t) does
not depend on the vertical coordinateZ, and is equal to the
dimensionless subsurface concentration. TheZ derivative of
C1(X,Z,t)/ l 2 is comparable with the lateral and time deriv
tives of the subsurface concentration.46 Then, after integrat-
ing the diffusion equation from 0 toH, using the boundary
condition~2!, the leading order of the surfactant mass flux
the right-hand side of the interfacial species transport eq
tion ~3b! becomes

2B
]C1

]Z
1B “ iH–“ iC2C

]H

]t

52
]

]t
~HC!1“ i–@BH“ iC1~H3

“ iP2HUs!C#.

~12!
0, No. 1, January 1998
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The bulk diffusion flux is scaled by using the characteris
time and length scales~8!; the rescaled diffusivity Pecle
number isB[Dtd /( l 2h0

2). Using the general solution~10!
and the surfactant mass flux expression~12!, the interfacial
species transport equation~3b! can be transformed to read a

]

]t
~G1ZHC!1“ i–@2GUs2B~I “ iG1ZH “ iC!

2ZHC~H2
“ iP2Us!#50, ~13!

whereI is the ratio between the surface and bulk diffusi
coefficients and the capacity of the liquid layer is determin
by the numberZ[h0cCMC/GCMC.

In Table I the typical values ofGCMC, cCMC, the bulk
and surface diffusion coefficientsD and Ds , and hs

m for
nonionic, ionic, and high molecular weight surfactants a
given. It is interesting to note that for a given film thickne
Z can change by several orders of magnitude from one t
of species to another; its magnitude increases with the
crease of the initial film thickness. The values ofA are
similar for the nonionic and ionic surfactants. For high m
lecular weight surfactantsA depend strongly on the chem
cal composition. It is seen thaths

m changes by eight orders o
magnitude. Experiments give results for the surface diffus
coefficient comparable to the bulk diffusion coefficien
which are independent of the surfactant concentration be
and close to CMC.

One physical example of material properties is given
Burelbach et al.44 for a dilute water solution, whereTe

5373 K, r5960 kg/m3, rn50.6 kg/m3, kinematic viscosity
n53.031027 m2/s, l50.68 J/~ms K!, L52.33106 J/kg,
JT53.56 kg/~sm2 K!, A510220 J, s055.8931022 N/m,
and]s/]T521.831024 N/~mK!. The dependencies of th
parametersK andE , W , andM, V , andB andA andZ

on the initial film thickness, as calculated from these da
are given in Figs. 2~a!–2~d!. The temperature difference wa
taken to beDT510 °C and the parameters characterizing
interface were taken from Table I with typical values for
ionic surfactant. It is seen that with an increase of the ini
film thickness, the influence of the interfacial viscosity, bu
135Danov et al.
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FIG. 2. The dependencies of the dimensionless parameters of ionic surfactant upon the initial film thickness for the temperature differenceDT510 °C: ~a!
K andE ; ~b! W andM; ~c! V andA; and ~d! B andZ.
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diffusivity, and van der Waals disjoining pressure decrea
The decrease of the evaporation parameter,K , leads to more
pronounced thermal Marangoni and adsorption effects, to
increase of the interfacial linear momentum loss and cap
ity. If all other parameters are kept constant and only
type of surfactant is changed from ionic to high molecu
weight, thenV increases andZ decreases by several orde
of magnitude. The parametersK and Z do not depend on
the temperature difference; the others are connected withDT
as follows: W }(DT)21/2, E}(DT)3/2, M}(DT)1/2, V

}(DT)1/2, A}(DT)21/2, and B}(DT)21/2. Therefore, a
change of the temperature difference influences significa
the interfacial linear momentum loss,E , due to the evapora
tion.

It should be noted that the parametersE andM change
only slightly for a wide range of variation of the initial film
thickness. In contrast, the so-called rescaling parame
used in Ref. 44 change by several orders of magnitu
Moreover, the relationships~8.3b! and ~9.3! of Ref. 44 are
erroneous, which causes a decrease of the respective v
from 105 to 102 and makes the physical conclusions there
exact. Another case of practical importance is discusse
Ref. 11 for enhanced oil recovery operations. For this qu
different system the corresponding dimensionless parame
fall within the range studied by us. The values can be fou
in Fig. 2.

Our model based on Eqs.~11! and~13! extends that used
136 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 1, January 1998
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by Burelbachet al.44 for the nonlinear stability analysis of a
evaporating/condensing liquid film, by including interfaci
viscosity, elasticity, and diffusivity effects due to the pre
ence of a surfactant. The linear analysis of Hatziavramid11

is applicable only for barrier-controlled kinetics of surfacta
adsorption. In the latter case the interfacial rheology is
crucial importance for the surface mobility. However, t
effects due to surface diffusion and surface viscosity w
not taken into account by Hatziavramidis.11 The linear model
of Ji and Setterwall50 for the influence of diffusion-controlled
kinetics of adsorption upon the stability of vertical fallin
liquid film is closer to the reality for large thickness, whe
the evaporation, interfacial viscosity and diffusivity, and d
joining pressure effects might be not so well pronounced

IV. NONPERTURBED STATE AND LINEAR ANALYSIS

The nonperturbed state is assumed to be static,Us50,
with a flat evaporating interface. We denote the nonpertur
quantities by a subscriptb. Burelbachet al.44 report the re-
sulting leading-order basic-state solution for the film thic
ness, pressure, and mass flux. We will use the time dep
dence of the dimensionless film thickness and mass flu
the form

Hb5@K 21~112K !~12t!#1/22K ,
Danov et al.
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5

K

@K 21~112K !~12t!#1/2. ~14!

The time for which zero film thickness would be achieved
a result of thinning~without any fluctuations! is called in the
literature the disappearance time,td ; it corresponds tot
51. As a rule, because of instabilities in the evaporating t
liquid film, the latter ruptures at times shorter thantd . The
increasing of the evaporation numberK decreases the dis
appearance velocity and the film thickness changes m
slowly with time. The mass flux increases with time, whi
is not very pronounced initially, but with decreasing fil
thickness,Hb , the intensity of evaporation rises signifi
cantly.

From Eq.~13! the nonperturbed state for the adsorpti
Gb and bulk concentrationCb (Gb1ZHbCb5G01ZC0)
is equivalent to the conservation of the total surfactant m
in the layer. The initial adsorptionG0 and concentrationC0

correspond to the adsorptionG0 and bulk concentrationc0 at
t50. For small initial amounts of adsorbed species, wh
G01ZC0<1, at vanishing film thicknessHb50 the adsorp-
tion approaches valuesGb→G01ZC0 smaller than that a
the CMC. In this case there is no micelle formation in t
solution. From the Langmuir isotherm~7a! one may deduce
the time dependence of the adsorption in the nonpertur
film,

Gb5
1

2 FF1G02S ~F2G0!224
ZG0

G
~12G !

3~12Hb! D 1/2G , Cb5
~12G !Gb

12G Gb
,

F[
1

G
1

Z~12G !G0

12G G0
S 11

12G G0

G G0
HbD . ~15!

In the opposite case of large concentrations,G01ZC0.1,
we can define a thicknessHCMC5C01(G021)/Z at which
micelles appear in the solution. For thicknessesHb larger
than HCMC, the adsorption increases due to fast diffusi
and reaches its final value at CMC. For smaller thicknes
Hb,HCMC, the adsorption has a constant value and
quantity of surfactant incorporated in the micelles isCb21
5HCMC/Hb21. The time dependence of the adsorption
shown in Fig. 3 for different initial values, and for differen
layer capacitiesZ. Increasing of the layer capacity leads
faster interfacial saturation. This effect is more pronounc
for higher initial concentration values~corresponding to
greater values ofG0!.

For the linear analysis of the system~11! and ~13!, we
introduce a small perturbation of pressure, interfacial vel
ity and shape, adsorption, and surfactant concentration
respect to the nonperturbed state~14!–~15!. The perturba-
tions are in the form of surface waves with dimensionle
wave vectork and lateral wave functionsF05cos(k–X) and
F15sin(k–X). Then the perturbed physical parameters of
problem can be put in the form

H5Hb~11H fF0!, P5Pb1PfF0 , Us5UfF1 ,
~16a!
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 1, January 1998
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G5Gb1GfF0 , C5Cb1CfF0 , ~16b!

where the perturbation amplitudes are given with subsc
f ; they depend only on the dimensionless timet. The per-
turbation amplitudeH f of the surface shape is defined rel
tive to the film thicknessHb of the nonperturbed state, whic
decreases with time due to evaporation.

The linearized form of normal~11b! and tangential~11c!
projections of the vectorial boundary conditions lead to e
plicit relations connecting the pressure and velocity am
tudes with the shape fluctuation and with the total surfact
fluctuation amplitude, defined bySf[Gf1ZHbCf . These
expressions read as

Pf5phH f , ph[2
EK 2Hb

2~K 1Hb!32
W

2Hb
3 1

k2Hb

4

3S 12S
ln~12G Gb!

ln~12G ! D , ~17a!

k–Uf5uhH f1usSf , ~17b!

uh[
k2

11 f n
S 3phHb

22
2K MHb

2

~K 1Hb!2D ,

us[
2k2AHb

~11 f n!~11 f s!~12G Gb!
, ~17c!

where the surfactant factorf s[ZHb(12G )/(12G Gb)2 is
calculated using the dimensionless form of the Langmuir i
therm~7a!, f n[k2V GbHb is the interfacial viscosity factor
andk25k–k is the squared modulus of the wave vector. T
influence of the layer capacity on the wave amplitudes
measured byf s and the suppressing effect of the interfac
viscosity on the interfacial mobility is included inf n . The
substitution of the perturbation state~16! into the surface
mass and species transport equations,~11a! and~13!, and the
subsequent linearization of the resulting system leads to
linear equations for the surface shape and the surfactant
turbation amplitudes:

dHf

dt
5a11H f1a12Sf ,

dSf

dt
5a21H f1a22Sf . ~18!

FIG. 3. The dimensionless nonperturbed adsorptionGb versus time, for
different initial adsorptionG050.1, 0.2, 0.6, and 0.85, and different surfa
tant layer capacityZ50.01, 0.1, 1.0, and 10.0. The degree of nonequil
rium is K 51.5.
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The coefficients of the problem~18! depend on time,t, and
wave number,k, in the following complicated manner:

a115
~2K 11!~K 12Hb!

2Hb~K 1Hb!2 2uh2k2Hb
2ph , a1252us ,

~19a!

a215
dGb

dt
2ZCb

~2K 11!~K 12Hb!

2~K 1Hb!2 22Gbuh ,

a22522Gbus2k2B
I 1 f s

11 f s
. ~19b!

For pure liquid, Eqs.~17!–~19! reduce to those of Burelbac
et al.44 If the effects of the bulk and interfacial diffusivitie
and interfacial viscosities are neglected, one recovers the
bility analysis of Ref. 11. If the evaporation effect is neg
gible, the coefficients of the system~18! become independen
of time and the linear analysis gives results that have b
widely discussed in the literature~see Refs. 8, 10, 24–26
38!.

The time dependence of the nonperturbed state aff
the wavelength at which the fluctuation has a maximum
crement at a given time moment. Following the idea of line
stability analysis of draining thin liquid films,18,19 we will
define the critical film rupture timetc for an initial amplitude
H f(0). When the amplitude of the perturbation with a giv
wave numberk is equal to 1, the film will rupture, and thi
moment defines the rupture timet r . The minimum oft r for
all possible wave numbersk gives the critical film rupture
time tc . The corresponding dimensionless thickness a
wave number are called here the critical film thicknessHc

and wave numberkc . In the special limiting case of tangen
tially immobile surfaces and pure liquid phase the probl
~17!–~19! has an analytical solution~see Secs. IV A and
IV B !. The influence of surfactant concentration is inves
gated numerically in Sec. IV C.

A. Tangentially immobile interfaces

When the surfactant concentration is close to or ab
the CMC, the surface elasticity and viscosity are hi
enough to prevent the tangential mobility of the interface a
the surface velocity is zero,Uf50 ~see Refs. 25 and 26!. In
Sec. IV C we prove that practically this assumption is va
for all types of surfactant; only for high-temperature diffe
ence, thick films, and lowest values of the interfacial visc
ity at the CMC known from the literature,51 this assumption
can be incorrect@see the discussion of Fig. 7~b!#. In the case
of tangential immobility,Gb51 and the exact solution fo
H f is shown in the Appendix. From the condition for a
extremum oft r , dt r /dk50, one can derive a system o
transcendental equations for the calculation of the crit
film thicknessHc and the corresponding wave numberkc .
This result is

lnS H f~0!

Hc
D1 lnS K 11

K 1Hc
D1

12S

2~2K 11! S K

4
~12Hc

4!

1
1

5
~12Hc

5! D kc
450, ~20a!
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3EK 4 lnS K 11

K 1Hc
D1EK 2S 12Hc

2

2
22K ~12Hc!

2
K 3~12Hc!

~K 11!~K 1Hc!
D 1W K lnS 1

Hc
D1W ~12Hc!

2~12S !S K

4
~12Hc

4!1
1

5
~12Hc

5! D kc
250. ~20b!

In order to investigate the dependence of the critical
rameters on the initial film thicknessh0 , we computed nu-
merically the solution of Eq.~20! for parameters described i
Sec. III. The results for the dimensionless critical thickne
Hc and wave numberkc are presented in Fig. 4. The initia
fluctuation amplitudeH f(0) is chosen to be 0.1; the sam
initial condition was used in Refs. 28 and 44. It is seen fro
Fig. 4~a! that at an initial film thickness larger than 30 nm th
dimensionless critical thickness does not depend on the t
perature difference but increases about two times with
increase ofh0 up to 20mm. For 0.01<DT<10 °C the van
der Waals attraction does not influence the film stabi
(W }DT21/2). The increase ofHc in the interval aboveh0

530 nm is a result of the interplay of the pure evaporat
instabilities. For smaller initial film thickness,h0 , the van
der Waals disjoining pressure has a significant effect on
film stability for small temperature differences. In this ca

FIG. 4. Dependence of the critical parameters on the initial film thickn
h0 for tangentially immobile interfaces:~a! dimensionless critical thickness
Hc at DT50.01 °C, 0.1 °C, 1 °C, and 10 °C, and~b! critical wave number
kc andDT50.01 °C, 0.1 °C, 1 °C, and 10 °C.
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the intensive evaporation suppresses the destabilizing e
of surface forces: whenDT510 °C their influence is negli-
gible for all values of the initial thicknessh0 . The decrease
of the temperature difference results in more than three ti
higher critical thickness atDT50.01 °C. We find also tha
for all used values ofh0 andDT the influence of the inter-
facial momentum loss~due to the evaporation! on the critical
parameters is extremely small and can be disregarded.
effect of the evaporation and van der Waals attraction on
critical wavelength is well pronounced@see Fig. 4~b!#. For
large initial film thickness, where the surface forces are
operative, the decreasing of the temperature differenceDT
leads to longer critical waves, at constantHc . The opposite
behavior is manifested for thicknesses below 50 nm:
smaller theDT, the larger the wave numberkc , and the
longer the critical wavelength.

B. Surfactant-free film

For surfactant-free film the interfacial velocity depen
only on the pressure distribution; then the governing sys
~17!–~19! reduces to one differential equation, which has
exact solution given in the Appendix. The condition for
extremum time of rupture,dt r /dk50, leads to the following
system of transcendental equations for the calculation of
critical film thicknessHc and wave numberkc :

lnS H f~0!

Hc
D1 lnS K 11

K 1Hc
D1

2

2K 11 S K

4
~12Hc

4!

1
1

5
~12Hc

5! D kc
450, ~21a!

~3EK 41MK 3!lnS K 11

K 1Hc
D1EK 2S 12Hc

2

2
22K ~1

2Hc!2
K 3~12Hc!

~K 11!~K 1Hc!
D 1W K lnS 1

Hc
D

1W ~12Hc!1MK S 12Hc
2

2
2K ~12Hc! D

2FK

4
~12Hc

4!1
1

5
~12Hc

5!Gkc
250. ~21b!

The are two factors acting in opposite directions. T
higher surface tension~as compared to the case with surfa
tant! stabilizes the film. Due to the motion of the interfa
and the lateral temperature gradients, the thermal Maran
term in Eq. ~21b! increases the critical wave number a
decreases the critical film thickness. Hence the thermal
rangoni effect destabilizes the evaporating film. The qua
tative explanation of these effects is presented in Fig
where the critical parameters are plotted as functions of
initial film thickness for temperature differencesDT
50.01 °C, 0.1 °C, 1 °C, and 10 °C, at the same dimensi
less evaporation numbers as in Fig. 2. In contrast with
case of tangentially immobile surfaces, for large initial fil
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 1, January 1998
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thickness and large enough temperature difference, the t
mal Marangoni effect produces additional destabilization
the film, asHc increases.

For smallerh0 , where the van der Waals attraction pla
an important role, the higher interfacial mobility leads
increase of the critical thickness. The two times higher s
face tension cannot prevent the Marangoni, van der Wa
and evaporation instabilities, whose coupling leads
smaller critical film lifetimetc as compared to the case o
high surfactant concentration. The comparison between
4~a! and Fig. 5~a! shows that for h055 nm and DT
50.01 °C the critical thickness increases from about 0.35
to 0.45. The conclusions of Sec. IV A that the hig
temperature difference makes the processes of film dis
pearing and instability comparable to each other is confirm
also for the pure film liquid phase. The critical wave numb
depicted in Fig. 5~b! for DT510 °C has a different behavio
when compared to its dependence shown in Fig. 4~b!. At
small distances the longer waves destabilize the film in c
trast to the case of large distances, where the critical wa
length is smaller. With decreasing of the temperature diff
ence this tendency reverts to the opposite and the w
numbers decrease monotonically with the increase of the
tial film thickness.

FIG. 5. Dependence of the critical parameters on the initial film thickn
h0 for temperature differencesDT50.01 °C, 0.1 °C, 1 °C and 10 °C, fo
surfactant-free film:~a! dimensionless critical thicknessHc , and~b! critical
wave numberkc .
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C. Influence of surfactant concentration

For the solution of the linear system~18! we need addi-
tionally an initial condition for the total surfactant fluctuatio
amplitude Sf(0). For that purpose we performed a
asymptotic analysis fort→0. In this limit the fluctuation
amplitudes are proportional to the exponential time fac
exp(vt), wherev is the initial increment/decrement. After
substitution of the exponential factor into~18! the latter
transforms into a dispersion relation for determiningv.
There are two solutions, but we chose the greater onev r .
The cutoff initial wave numberk0 corresponds tov r50.
Then the initially unstable waves (v r.0) have the wave
numbers such that 0,k2,k0

2, and for eachk the initial con-
dition leading to faster film rupture is Sf(0)
5a21(0)H f(0)/@v r2a22(0)#. Figure 6 shows typical curve
v r(k). The computations were performed for the ionic s
factant~see Table I! at h055 nm andDT50.1 °C. The ini-
tial adsorption takes valuesG050, 0.1, 0.5, 0.8, 0.9, and 1
The plots show a growing range of initially unstable wav
with the increase of surfactant concentration. The very lo
waves (k!1) are unstable due to the effect of evaporatio
in the thinner part of the film the interfacial temperature
higher, which increases the rate of evaporation, and this
sults in a faster decrease of the film thickness. At a w
range of wave numbersk2,1, the initial increment under
goes little change. The surfactant concentration influen
the maximum of the initial increment~see the inset in Fig. 6!.
At small adsorption its increase leads to a decrease ofv r . In
contrast, at adsorption larger than about 0.5 the increas
surfactant concentration plays an initially destabilizing ro
This fact is not discussed in the literature~see Refs. 10, 11
18, 24, and 50!.

In order to obtain a precise numerical solution of t
problem ~18!, we used the Runge–Kutta fourth-order n
merical scheme with time step 131024. For all cases the
critical wave numberkc was computed to be smaller than th
initial wave number at which the initial incrementv r has a
maximum. The influence of surfactant type and concen
tion on the critical film thickness is illustrated in Fig. 7 fo
the limiting cases of small and large initial film thickness a

FIG. 6. Initial incrementv versus the wave numberk for typical parameters
of an ionic surfactant and different initial adsorptionG050, 0.1, 0.5, 0.8,
0.9 and 1. The initial film thickness ish055 nm and the temperature differ
ence isDT50.1 °C.
140 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 1, January 1998
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the temperature difference. In Fig. 7~a! the parameter value
areh055 nm andDT50.1 °C. Curves 1, 2, and 3 are plo
ted with typical parameter values for ionic, nonionic, a
high molecular weight surfactant, respectively. For all typ
of surfactant the increase of its concentration causes a
crease of the critical thickness. The surfactant stabilizing
fect is most pronounced for the smallest values of the crit
thickness. The physical explanation of this behavior is c
nected with the faster growth of the interfacial elasticity a
viscosity in comparison with the not so pronounced decre
of the interfacial tension. In the region where the critic
thickness levels off, the interface is practically tangentia
immobile and the additional increasing of the surfactant c
centration cannot affect the surface dynamics; it only
creases the surface tension that plays a destabilizing
Therefore, the dynamic interfacial characteristics@Gibbs
elasticity, capacity of the layer, interfacial viscosity, diffu
sion relaxation time (]G/]c)2/D, etc.# are more important
than the change of the surface tension for small concen
tion. The efficiency of the ionic surfactant~see curve 1! is
much smaller than that of the two other types. Its low
elasticity and interfacial viscosity and higher layer capac
are not sufficient in all concentration ranges to produce
terfacial solidification. The stabilizing effect of the high mo

FIG. 7. Critical film thicknessHc versus dimensionless initial adsorptionG0

for typical parameters of ionic~1!, nonionic~2!, and high molecular weight
surfactant~3!: ~a! h055 nm andDT50.1 °C, and~b! h05200 nm and
DT510 °C @in the inset the interfacial viscosity for the ionic surfactant
respectively,~a! hs

m5131028 mPa s, ~b! hs
m5131027 mPa s, and~c!

hs
m5131026 mPa s#.
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lecular weight surfactant is well pronounced in the range
large concentrations. A small amount of such a surfac
practically makes the interface immobile. When the fi
thickness and the temperature difference are large eno
the faster evaporation suppresses the effect of surface ten
changes for concentrations close to CMC. This is illustra
in Fig. 7~b!, where the corresponding initial film thicknes
was 200 nm and temperature difference was 10 °C. Curv
and 2 are plotted with typical parameter values for a h
molecular weight and nonionic surfactant, respectively, a
curve 1 corresponds to typical parameters for an ionic s
factant, with low values of the interfacial viscosity51 ~see
Table I!. One sees the similar behavior of the films stabiliz
by a nonionic and high molecular weight surfactant, as
Fig. 7~a!. After reaching a minimum, the critical thicknes
does not change anymore. For illustrating the interfacial v
cosity effect, we varied its value for the ionic surfactant. T
corresponding results are shown in the inset in Fig. 7~b!,
where ~a! hs

m5131028 mPa s; ~b! hs
m5131027 mPa s,

and~c! hs
m5131026 mPa s; the latter is a typical value fo

the ionic surfactant. The significant effect of the interfac
viscosity at large concentrations is visible. The critical thic
ness decreases from 0.291 to 0.224 only due to the incr
of the interfacial viscosity, keeping all other parameters c
stant.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The theoretical model developed above for comput
the evolution of a thin liquid film on a horizontal heated so
substrate makes it possible to investigate how the film sta
ity is affected by the evaporation and the surfactant dissol
in the film phase. The theory is applicable for a small Re
nolds number, large thermal and diffusion Peclet numb
and a small slope of the interface. The influence of the
der Waals disjoining pressure is taken into account, as
example of the intermolecular force. In the limiting case
small vapor density, viscosity, and thermal conductivity, t
vapor phase decouples and the stability problem for the
uid phase is solved separately. In this paper the linear an
sis leads to a minimization problem for numerical compu
tion of the critical thickness and the critical later
wavelength. The nonlinear analysis is a subject of fut
work.

The dimensionless numbers appearing in the prob
are classified in two groups: the first one is connected w
evaporation and the Marangoni effect, and the second
gives the influence of the surfactant on the stability. Fo
real physical system, the influence of the interfacial visc
ity, bulk diffusivity, deviation from equilibrium, and van de
Waals forces decreases with an increase of the initial
thickness. Moreover, the role of the interfacial mass loss,
temperature and concentration Marangoni effects, and
surfactant layer capacity becomes more important.

In the case of a large amount of surfactant, the interf
liquid–vapor is tangentially immobile. For initial film thick
nesses smaller than 30 nm the influence of the van der W
attraction leads to an increase of the dimensionless cri
thickness for small temperature differencesDT. The impact
Phys. Fluids, Vol. 10, No. 1, January 1998
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of the van der Waals forces is suppressed when the devia
from equilibrium, K , is greater for larger temperature di
ferencesDT. For initial film thicknesses larger than 30 nm
and for 0.01 °C<DT<10 °C, only the evaporation influ
ences the instability. For the surfactant-free liquid phase
interfacial tension is larger, which stabilizes the film, but t
interface is mobile and the thermal Marangoni effect p
duces additional destabilization. The higher surface tens
cannot prevent the various kinds of instabilities, which al
gether lead to a smaller critical lifetime. Moreover, the te
perature differenceDT influences the critical film thickness
Hc , up to an initial thickness of 20mm; see Figs. 4 and 5
For a given initial film thickness and temperature differen
the increasing of initial surfactant concentration stabilizes
film, but this trend is observed only up to the moment
reaching tangential immobility of the interface due to t
increase of its interfacial viscosity and elasticity; see Fig.
After that, the additional increase of surfactant concentrat
~approaching the CMC! leads only to a decrease of interfa
cial tension, and this lowers the film stability. The latter e
fect does not comply with the commonly accepted rule t
the increase of surfactant concentration always leads
higher stability. The efficiency of the ionic surfactants
much smaller than that of nonionic and high molecu
weight surfactants, because the immobilization of the int
face occurs at lower concentrations in the latter two cas
For the stability of an evaporating film the high molecul
weight surfactants are most practically important. In order
obtain a more realistic description of the influence of diffe
ent surfactants on the film stability we have to include in o
model also the other components of the disjoining press
~electrostatic, steric, etc.!.
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APPENDIX: EXACT SOLUTIONS OF THE LINEAR
PROBLEMS FOR TANGENTIALLY IMMOBILE
INTERFACES AND FOR SURFACTANT-FREE FILM

We outline here the exact solution of the perturbati
problem given in Sec. IV.

In the particular case of tangentially immobile interfa
Uf50 andGb51. Thena1250, uh50, andus50 and from
Eqs. ~17!–~19! the system reduces to the following firs
order differential equation:

d ln H f

dt
5

~2K 11!~K 12Hb!

2Hb~K 1Hb!2 1S EK 2Hb
3

2~K 1Hb!3

1
W

2Hb
D k22

Hb
3

4
~12S !k4,

for the surface shape fluctuation. After integration with r
spect to the dimensionless time, from 0 to a given nonp
141Danov et al.
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eters
turbed stateHb(t), using the initial conditionH f(0) for the surface shape, the general solution is readily determined to

lnS H f

H f~0! D5S 11
W K

2K 11
k2D lnS 1

Hb
D1S 11

3EK 4

2K 11
k2D lnS K 11

K 1Hb
D1

W ~12Hb!

2K 11
k21

EK 2

2K 11

3S 12Hb
2

2
22K ~12Hb!2

K 3~12Hb!

~K 11!~K 1Hb!
D k22

12S

2~2K 11! S K

4
~12Hb

4!1
1

5
~12Hb

5! D k4.

In the case of surfactant-free film it follows thatG050, Gf50, C050, andCf50. The exact solution of the differentia
equation is obtained in Ref. 44, Eq.~9.6!. Here we transform this expression in terms of our dimensionless param
introduced in Sec. III. We take into account the right definition of the rescaled numbers used in Ref. 44, Eqs.~8.3b! and~9.3!.
The resulting expression is

lnS H f

H f~0! D5S 11
4W K

2K 11
k2D lnS 1

Hb
D1S 11

12EK 4

2K 11
k21

4MK 3

2K 11
k2D lnS K 11

K 1Hb
D1

4W ~12Hb!

2K 11
k2

1
4EK 2

2K 11 S 12Hb
2

2
22K ~12Hb!2

K 3~12Hb!

~K 11!~K 1Hb!
D k21

4MK

2K 11 S 12Hb
2

2
2K ~12Hb! D k2

2
2

2K 11 S K

4
~12Hb

4!1
1

5
~12Hb

5! D k4.
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It may be noted that at the rupture timeH f51 and the
general solutions give one transcendental equation for
calculation of the rupture film thicknessHr as a function of
the wave numberk. The maximization ofHr for the full set
of wave numbersk determines the critical film thicknessHc

and wave numberkc .
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